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A novel combinatorial optimisation algorithm sets a new quantum computing standard at the heart of the modern economy CAMBRIDGE, England, July ...
Cambridge Quantum algorithm solves optimisation problems significantly faster, outperforming existing quantum methods
In a development the company said “is likely to set a new industry standard,” scientists at Cambridge Quantum (CQ) have developed a new algorithm for solving combinatorial optimisation problems that ...
Cambridge Quantum: Algorithm Solves Combinatorial Optimisation Problems Faster
Quantum Consumer Solutions has announced that Mriganka Shome, founder, Varenia CIMS, has joined the agency as associate partner. Shome’s mandate is to expand Quantum’s delivery of digital tools and ...
Quantum Consumer Solutions appoints Mriganka Shome as associate partner
By embracing emerging technology at an early stage, Chicago-based IT consultancy serves as model for companies tackling complex business problemsCHICAGO, (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Saggezza, a global ...
Saggezza Launches Quantum Computing Lab to Help Businesses Leap Into the Future
Start-up Oxford Quantum Circuits (OQC) has launched the UK's first homegrown Quantum Computing as-a-Service (QCaaS) platform, making the first quantum computer built in the UK with proprietary ...
Oxford Quantum Circuits launches quantum computing in the cloud
Atom Computing has raised $15 million in funding to build its Phoenix quantum computing system. It also hired Intel exec Rob Hays as its CEO.
Atom Computing raising $15M to create Phoenix quantum computing system
Mathematical conundrums such as these can be found at the core of a wide range of real-world optimization challenges like designing manufacturing processes, filling delivery trucks or even routing ...
Cambridge Quantum Reveals New Algorithm for Solving Combinatorial Optimization Problems with Business Use-Cases
MTX Group Inc (MTX), a leading global technology consulting firm, today announced the launch of its Integrated Child Care solution that provides a single platform to help state agencies, child care ...
MTX Group Launches an Integrated Child Care Solution to Enhance Early Childhood Programs
Quantum Corporation (NASDAQ: QMCO) today announced an agreement to acquire the video surveillance portfolio and assets of Pivot3, a pioneer in hyperconverged infrastructure (HCI) and a leader in ...
Quantum Acquires Surveillance Portfolio and Assets from Pivot3, a Market Leader in Hyperconverged Infrastructure for Surveillance Workloads
a leading provider of quantum-safe solutions, partnered with Priseda, the private and secure data company, to bring its groundbreaking Phio Trusted Xchange (TX) key delivery system to the Priseda ...
Quantum Xchange Strengthens Priseda's National Private Network for Resiliency with Advanced Quantum Security
Harmonic’s Cloud Streaming SaaS and Software-Based Solutions Continue to Set the Pace for Superior-Quality Video Experiences SAN JOSE, Calif. — July 15, 2021 — Harmonic (NASDAQ: HLIT) today announced ...
Harmonic Accelerates the UHD HDR Live Delivery Revolution with Public Cloud Support for Dolby Vision
The Ultrafast Lasers Market has experienced remarkable dynamism in recent years. The constant increase in demand due to the increase in purchasing power bodes well for the world market. Verified ...
Ultrafast Lasers Market Size, CAGR | Key Players – Coherent, Trumpf, IPG Photonics, Lumentum, Newport, Laser Quantum
This reduces the requirement of network bandwidth and accelerates the delivery of computation ... a challenge to obtain the most optimum solutions using quantum computing. Hence most of the ...
Technology | Quantum and edge computing will usher in new ways for businesses to solve problems
The patented solution for a Quantum Random Number Generator exploits the built-in unpredictability of quantum mechanics and promises to provide enhanced security for protecting high value assets and ...
Quantum eMotion Appoints Cyber Security and Telecommunication Expert to The Board of Directors
From manufacturing and retail to e-commerce and entertainment, every sector has benefited immensely from the agility and scalability offered by the cloud.
Why migrating to SaaS-based cloud solutions will make hospitals future-proof
The Video Surveillance Storage market report covers various facets of the Video Surveillance Storage market for the forecast period 2021-2028. The report discusses the different market avenues and ...
Video Surveillance Storage Market Size 2021 is Booming Worldwide| Dell EMC, Honeywell, Western Digital, Quantum, Dahua Technology, Hikvision
Mathematical conundrums like these lie at the heart of a vast range of real-world optimisation challenges such as designing manufacturing processes, filling delivery ... over previous quantum ...
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